English Learner academic achievement progress according to state annual assessment

Germane to the AYP – ELA, ELs persistently score about 36-37%. ELs regressed .2% from 2010-11 to 2012-13. The three other targets had menial progress.

CUSD ELs matched the 11 point gain made over the last three years by STATE ALL and STATE ELs. The gap is widest between CUSD ELs and STATE ALL.

CUSD ELs CAASPP-Science scores are consistently low among the grades and regress as they move from 5th to 8th to 10th grades. The gap between CUSD ELs and STATE ALL students is widest at 8th grade (58%) and narrowest at 5th grade (47%).

CUSD ELs CAHSEE pass rate regressed from 2011-12 to 2013-14. If pass rates The State All increased one year to the next.